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Congestive Heart Failure 
-------PROGRAM 
(Welcome Letter - Phone Assessment) 
Thank you for your interest in our new Congestive Heart Failure (CHF) Program. We would like 
to congratulate you on taking the first step to better managing your heart condition. This program 
is designed to increase your understanding of your condition and help you carry out your 
doctor's instructions. 
The orientation package enclosed contains important information, including an overview of the 
program. This is to confirm that I will be calling you on ____ at ____ . If this is not 
convenient for you, please call me. To help prepare for this call, please remember to: 
• Review this package and give thought to any questions you may have. 
• Have all your medications available so we can discuss them. 
• Read and sign the enclosed Participation Agreement form and fill out the Living with Heart 
Failure Questionnaire (see enclosed pink. forms). Send both completed forms in the return 
envelope before your call. 
We believe you will benefit from this program. After you review this information, we hope you 
will agree and decide to participate. If you have any questions, please call me at [phone 
number]. 
I am looking forward to working with you. 
Sincerely, 
[Nurse] 
CHF Care Manager 
14409- 197 SU 
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Congestive Heart Failure 
PROGRAM OVERVIEW 
Introduction 
Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida and Health Options have developed a program 
especially for members who have Congestive Heart Failure. The program is based on 
nationally recognized guidelines. It is designed to help you gain more control over your 
health and well-being. 
The Congestive Heart Failure Program is tailored to your needs at no additional cost 
to you. It includes support from a team of nurses who will work with you to help you 
follow your doctor's instructions and manage your condition. 
¥ Better understand your condition 
¥ Detect early warning signs and 
symptoms 
¥ Understand your medications 
The program includes: 
¥ Periodic telephone calls from a nurse to 
check on your progress and answer 
questions 
¥ Access to Personal Health Advisor®-: a 
convenient 24-hour health information 
telephone service staffed by registered 
nurses 
¥ Manage sodium and fluid intake 
¥ Monitor your weight 
¥ Improve your feeling of well-being 
¥ Health counseling to meet your 
individual care needs 
¥ Educational materials and tools 
¥ Coordination of health care services 
¥ Community resource information 
Your medical information is confidential 
14379- 197 SU 
and may be shared only with those involved with your care . 
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Congestive Heart Failure 
P A R T I C IP A TION AGREEMENT 
I voluntarily agree to participate in the Congestive Heart Failure (CHF) Program. I understand this is a 
voluntary program aimed at helping me manage my condition and that my physician approves and 
recommends that I participate in the program. By enrolling in the program, I agree to follow the 
recommendations of my physician and the Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida, Inc. (BCBSF) and 
Health Options, Inc. (HOI) CHF program by: 
◊ Being available for and participating in the initial health assessment 
◊ Complying with the mutually agreed upon telephone follow-up sessions 
◊ Following my care plan 
I also voluntarily authorize all physicians, hospitals, other health care providers, health care agencies, 
health maintenance organizations, contracted ancillary health information organizations, and/or 
insurance companies possessing medical information about me to release to BCBSF, and/or HOI, any 
and all medical information. This authorization specifically includes, without limitation, the release of 
all past, present or future: HIV test results; alcohol and drug abuse treatment information; 
psychological/psychiatric testing and evaluation information; and any other treatment information 
regarding medical diagnosis, and/or conditions. 
I further authorize BCBSF, and/or HOI, to release my medical information as necessary to physicians, 
hospitals, other health care providers, health maintenance organizations, insurance companies, 
contracted ancillary health information organizations, or independent health services organizations in 
order to properly administer the CHF Program. The term of the CHF program is within the sole 
discretion of BCBSF and/or HOI. However, I understand that I have the option to terminate my 
participation in the CHF Program at any time. My participation in the CHF Program may also be 
terminated by BCBSF and/or HOI. 
This authorization will become part of my member agreement during the course of my participation in 
the CHF Program. 
Signature of Member or Legal Representative 
------------------
If Legal Representative, Relationship to Member ________________ _ 
Signature Date ___________________ ____ ______ _ 
14380-197 
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Living With Heart Failure 
QUESTIONNAIRE 
These questions concern how your heart failure (heart condition) has prevented you from 
living as y ou wanted during the last month. The items listed below describe different ways 
some people are affected. If you are sure an item does not apply to you or is not related to your 
heart failure, circle 0 (NO) and go on to the next item. If an item does apply to you, circle the 
number rating from 1 to 5 on how much it prevented you from living as you wanted. 
Did your heart failure prevent you Very Very 
from living as you wanted during No Little Much 
the last month by: 
1. Causing swelling in y our ankles, 0 1 2 3 4 5 legs, etc.? 
2. Making you sit or lie down to 0 1 2 3 4 5 
rest during the day? 
3. Making y our walking about or 0 1 2 3 4 5 
climbing stairs difficult? 
4. Making y our working around the 0 1 2 3 4 5 house or y ard difficult? 
5. Making your going places away 0 1 2 3 4 5 from home difficult? 
6. Making your sleeping well at 0 1 2 3 4 5 
night difficult? 
7. Making y our relating to or doing 
things with y our friends or 0 1 2 3 4 5 
family difficult? 
8. Making your working to earn 0 1 2 3 4 5 
a living difficult? 
Copyright, 1986, Regents of the University of Minnesota 
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Did your heart failure prevent you 
Very from living as you wanted during No Little 
the last month by: 
9. Making your recreational pas- 0 1 2 
times, sports or hobbies difficult? 
10. Making your sexual activities 0 1 2 
difficult? 
11. Making you eat less of the 0 1 2 
foods you like? 
12. Making you short of breath? 0 1 2 
13. Making you tired, fatigued, 0 1 2 
or low on energy? 
14. Making you stay in a hospital? 0 1 2 
15. Costing you money for medical 0 1 2 
care? 
16. Giving you side effects from 0 1 2 
medications? 
17. Making you feel you are a 0 1 2 
burden to your family or friends? 
18. Making you feel a loss of self- 0 1 2 
control in your life? 
19. Making you worry? 0 1 2 
20. Making it difficult for you to 0 1 2 
concentrate or remember things? 
21. Making you feel depressed? 0 1 2 
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Please remember to include your pink forms: 
--Signed Participation Agreement 
--Completed Living with Heart Failure Questionnaire 
/ 
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The purpose of this book is to provide general information on the day-to-day 
care of heart failure. The information herein is not intended to be used as a 
substitute for consultation with a physician or trained medical personnel in 
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We hope this information will help you 
learn to manage your condition. If, after 
reading this book, you have questions, 
be sure to talk to your doctor or 
the nurses. 
What is heart failure? 
You may have felt frightened when your 
doctor told you that you had heart failure. Though 
the term 11 heart failure 11 sounds life-threatening, it 
does not mean your heart has stopped working. 
Your heart is still working, but it is not pumping as 
well as it should. 
Heart failure won't go away, but it can be 
· managed. Understanding the causes, symptoms 
and treatment of heart failure will help you carry on 
with your normal activities. 
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You can participate in your care much more 
actively than you may have imagined. 
Working with your doctor and 
following treatment guide-
lines can mean the 
difference between severe 
symptoms and mild symptoms 
or no symptoms at all. 
When you have finished reading 
this book, share it with your 
friends and family so that 
they, too, can understand 
heart failure and how it 
can be managed. 
Signs of heart failure 
When you have heart failure, the right amount 
of blood and oxygen is not being pumped to the right 
places in your body. 
Blood that should be pumped from your heart to 
all parts of your body backs up in your lungs, 
kidneys and other organs. The backup of blood is 
what causes symptoms like shortness of breath. 
Other signs of heart failure are: 
* difficulty breathing (all the time 
or when you exert yourself) 
* dry, hacking cough 
* swelling in the ankles, feet, 
legs or abdomen (stomach) 
* feeling very tired or weak 
* sudden, unexplained 
weight gain 
Heart failure also may 
cause sleeping problems. 
Many people wake up at 
night because they have 
trouble breathing or find 
they cannot sleep unless 
they are propped up on 
pillows. 
5 
How your heart works 
Learning how a healthy heart works will help 
you understand how heart failure affects your body. 
A look inside your heart 
Your heart is made up of muscle and is hollow 
inside. Every time your heart beats, it pumps blood 
to all parts of your body. 
Think of your heart as two pumps working side 
by side. 
The right side of your heart pumps blood to 
your lungs, where it picks up oxygen. 
The oxygen-rich blood is carried back to the left 
side of the heart, where it is pumped out to the 
body. 
·. ·· 
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Your heart is made up of four spaces called 
chambers. There are two on top and two on the 
bottom. The upper chambers are called atria. They 
collect blood that is returning to the heart and send it 
to the lower chambers. 
The lower chambers are called ventricles. 
They pump blood out of the heart. 
Heart valves 
Four valves control the flow of blood from the 
upper to the lower chambers. 
Valve closed 
Normally, each valve opens 
fully and closes tightly to 







What happens when you have 
heart failure? 
Heart failure can occur on one or both sides of 
the heart. 
If the right side of the heart is not 
pumping as well as it should, blood backs 
up in the veins. The veins can expand 
~ --.... to hold more fluid, but eventually 
the fluid is forced out of the 
veins and into other parts 
of the body, such as the 
feet and legs, kidneys, 
liver and abdomen. 
The backup of blood 













If the left side of the heart is not pumping as 
well as it should, some blood backs up in the lungs. 
This can cause shortness of breath, coughing and 
difficulty breathing, which may be worse when you 
are lying down. 
Your body also may hold fluid. When the 
kidneys don't get enough blood and oxygen, they 
tend to hold sodium and water that would 
normally be passed out of the body. 
Congestive heart 
When one side of the 
heart is affected, the 
other side tries to 
help the side that is 
weak. In time, both 
sides can become weak. 
When neither the right 
nor the left side of 
the heart is pumping 
as well as it should, 
you have congestive 
heart failure (CHF). 
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Report symptoms 
If you have one or more of the symptoms of 
heart failure, report them to your doctor right away. 
Some symptoms are easier to notice than 
others. Sudden weight gain is one sign that your 
heart is not pumping the way it should. To know 
if your kidneys are holding fluid, weigh yourself every 
day. 
* Weigh yourself first thing in the morning after 
you urinate and before you eat breakfast. 
* Wear the same amount of clothing each time you 
weigh yourself. 
* Make a chart and write down 
your weight every morning. 
Keep the chart near your scale 
so you will remember to record 
your weight. 
* Call your doctor right away if 
you notice a weight gain of 2 or 3 
pounds each day for two days in a row 




What causes heart failure? 
Many conditions can weaken the heart and lead 
to heart failure. Here are some of the most 
common: 
Coronary artery disease (heart disease) 
When you have coronary artery disease, one or 
more of the arteries that supply your heart with blood 
(coronary arteries) becomes blocked with fatty 
deposits. The build up of fatty deposits narrows 
arteries so less blood can get to the heart. 
When a part of the heart is weakened by a lack 
of blood supply, it cannot pump the way it should. 
This puts strain on the rest of the heart and can lead 






When one or more of the coronary arteries are 
completely or almost completely blocked, part of the 
heart muscle below the blockage cannot get the 
blood and oxygen it needs. The part of the heart 
that can't get blood and oxygen can be permanently 
damaged. This is a heart attack. 
Because the damaged part of the heart can't 
pump the way it should, the rest of the heart has to 
work harder. When a heart attack damages a large 
portion of heart muscle, there may not be enough 
healthy muscle left to keep the heart pumping as 
forcefully as it should. 
Damaged heart muscle 
12 
Chronic lung disease 
Diseases of the lungs often affect the heart. 
Some examples of chronic lung diseases are 
emphysema, bronchitis and cystic fibrosis. When the 
lungs aren't working as well as they should because 
of a lung disease, the heart has to work harder. In 
time, heart failure can occur. 
High blood pressure 
Blood pressure is the force of blood pushing 
against artery walls. When blood pressure is too 
high, the heart has to pump harder to push blood 
through the arteries. When the heart's workload is 
increased due to high blood pressure, the heart 
weakens and heart failure can occur. 
13 
Abnormal heart valves 
A person can be born with abnormal heart 
valves, or problems can occur in valves that were 
once healthy. Rheumatic heart disease or infections 
can scar valves. Valves also can become thick or 
hardened with age. 
Normally, each valve ~pens wide enough to let 
blood flow through it, then closes tightly to stop blood 
from leaking backward. 
Common problems caused by abnormal valves 
are narrowing of the valve opening and leaking of a 
valve. When a valve narrows or leaks, blood flow is 
restricted. This puts strain on the heart and can lead 
to heart failure. Sometimes surgery is needed to 
repair or replace an abnormal valve. 




A person can be born with a defect that affects 
blood flow through the heart. Some birth defects 
cause the heart to work harder and can lead to heart 
failure. 
Cardiomyopathy 
When the heart muscle is damaged by a 
disease other than coronary artery disease or blood 
flow problems, the condition is called 
cardiomyopathy. This is a term used to label 
several different types of heart muscle diseases. 
These diseases can be caused by infections or 
toxins like alcohol. Sometimes the cause of the 
disease is not known. 
Cardiopmyop athy causes the heart to enlarge 
and weaken and can lead to heart failure. 
Other health proble.ms 
Enlarged 
heart 
Other health problems can weaken the heart 
and lead to heart failure. Some of the most common 
include severe anemia, an overactive thyroid and a 
rapid or irregular heartbeat. 
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Your treatment 
A treatment plan will be designed for you. It 
will be based on your medical history and information 
from diagnostic tests. The treatment your doctor 
recommends will reduce the work of your heart. 
Your treatment may involve: 
* getting more rest 
* taking medications to help your heart work better 
* making some changes in your diet 
* exercising regularly (with your doctor's OK) 
* learning to simplify daily activities to save energy 
Rest 
Depending on your condition, your doctor may 
recommend bed rest for a period of time or you may 
be told to get more rest during the day. 
If you need extra rest, take rest periods during 
the day. A half hour to an hour may be long 
enough. During this time you may nap, read or 
simply relax. Keep your feet propped up while you 
rest to improve blood flow. 
Allow extra time between your daily activities. 
Try not to do all your activities at one time of the 
day. Plan your day so you can get things done 
without rushing. No matter what you are doing, if 




As· part of your treatment, your doctor may 
prescribe one or more of these common types of 
medications. Each of these medications helps 
reduce the work of your heart. 
Digitalis strengthens your heart's pumping 
action and helps control the rate and rhythm of the 
heartbeat. It must be taken in exactly the right 
amounts; too much or too little can cause problems. 
It is possible for digitalis to build up in 
your body, causing the amount of the drug in your 
system to rise to a higher than normal level. If 
this happens, you may have: 
* loss of appetite and/or a bad taste in your mouth 
* nausea and vomiting 
* diarrhea 
* abdominal pain and bloating 
* fainting 
* frequent headaches 
* pounding heart (palpitations) 
* rapid heartbeat 
If you have any of these symptoms, be sure 
to tell your doctor right away. 
While these symptoms can be caused by other 
ailments such as the flu, they also may be a sign 
that your medication needs to be adjusted. 
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Vasodilators widen (dilate) and relax blood 
vessels. These medications decrease your heart's 
work load by lowering blood pressure and improving 
blood flow. 
Nitroglycerin is often prescribed for people 
who have chest discomfort (angina) as a result of 
coronary artery disease. It opens up blood vessels 
so more blood can get to the heart. When the heart 
muscle gets the blood and oxygen it needs, the 
heart's workload is reduced. Nitroglycerin may be 
taken to prevent or relieve angina. 
Ace inhibitors improve blood flow by 
preventing the production of angiotensin, a hormone 
that tightens blood vessels. 
Notes: 
~ 
1t 11 ! il 1lllr. 
~ PRESCRIPTIONS 
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Diuretics (water pills) remove excess sodium 
and water from your body. When sodium and water 
are eliminated from the blood, blood pressure is 
lowered and your heart's work load is reduced. 
You may urinate more often when you are 
taking a diuretic. This is normal. While frequent 
urination may be inconvenient at times, keep in mind 
that your heart can work more efficiently when 
excess fluid is eliminated from your body. 
Take your diuretic exactly as it has been 
prescribed. Let your doctor know if you have: 
* dizziness 
* extreme weakness or fatigue 
* muscle cramps 
These symptoms may mean that a change in 




Many diuretics also cause the body to lose 
potassium, a mineral that helps regulate heart 
rhythm. If you are taking a diuretic that causes 
potassium loss, your blood potassium level will be 
checked. 
If it is low, your doctor may prescribe a 
potassium supplement. Be sure to follow the dosage 
instructions for the brand you are taking. You may 
need to take your potassium supplement with food to 
prevent an upset stomach. 
If you need only a small increase in potassium, 
your doctor or dietitian may suggest eating more 
potassium-rich foods. Since too much potassium 
can cause problems, you should not increase the 
potassium in your diet without the approval of your 
doctor or dietitian. 




























How to take your medications 
* Find out the name of each medication you take 
and what it is supposed to do. 
* Ask about any possible side effects and what to 
do if they occur. 
* Know when and how often to take your 
medication. 
* Take your medication for as long as your doctor 
tells you to, even if you're feeling better. 
* If you think your dose should be changed for any 
reason, talk to your doctor. Never change your 
dose on your own. 
* Know what to do if you miss a dose. 
* Ask if your medication can be taken with other 
drugs. Tell your doctor and pharmacist about all 
the medications you are taking, even if they 
can be bought without a prescription. 
* Always refill your prescription before it runs out. 
* Take your medication at the same time each day. 
If taking your medication is a part of your 
daily routine, you'll be less likely to forget. 
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Changes in your diet 
Making some changes in your diet can reduce 
your symptoms. The changes you will need to make 
may vary depending on whether you have coronary 
artery disease or diabetes in addition to heart failure. 
Here are some general guidelines. Your doctor or 
dietitian may give you more specific information 
based on your overall health. 
Cut back on sodium 
Most people with heart failure are urged to eat 
less sodium, a mineral found naturally in many 
foods. Sodium is added to foods during processing 
and is found in most foods eaten away from home. 
It also is found in seasonings and condiments. 
Your body needs only small amounts of sodium 
to keep a normal fluid balance. Too much sodium in 
your diet can cause your body to hold excess fluid, 
making it harder for your heart to do its job. 
Table salt is one 
of the most common 
sources of sodium. 
. . , . . , .. 
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How much is too much? 
How much sodium a person can have depends 
on how severe his or her heart failure is. The 
amount of sodium recommended for one person may 
not be right for another. 
Ask your doctor or dietitian how much sodium 
you should have. Some people are limited to no 
more than 2,000 to 2,400 mg of sodium a day 
(I teaspoon of salt is equal to 2,000 mg of sodium). 
Here are some of the ways you can cut down on 
sodium: 
* Remove the salt shaker from the table. 
* Don't add salt to foods when you cook. 
* Buy sodium-free or low-sodium foods. 
* Eat fresh foods (meats, vegetables and fruits) 
instead of frozen or canned foods whenever 
possible. 
* Season with flavorings, spices and herbs. 
* When dining out, ask that your food be made 
without salt or monosodium glutamate (MSG). 
* If you use over-the-counter antacids, choose 
a brand that is sodium-free. 
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Foods high in sodium: 
boxed or frozen convenience meals or dishes 
canned soups or dry soup mixes 
canned vegetables 
canned vegetable juices (like V-8 or tomato juice) 
vegetables in brine (like pickles or sauerkraut) 
packaged snack foods (like chips, crackers, pretzels) 
salted nuts and seeds 
canned, smoked or salted meats (like luncheon meat, 
chipped or corn beef, smoked meats, hot dogs 
ham, sausage, bacon, salt pork, anchovies, 
sardines, canned tuna or salmon packed in oil) 
bottled meat sauce 
bouillon 
cooking wine 










Try these herbs and 
spices instead of salt 
or sodium 
Beef 
Bay leaf, marjoram, 
onion, pepper, sage, 
thyme 
Lamb 
Curry, garlic, mint, 
rosemary, 
Pork 
Garlic, onion, sage, 
pepper, oregano 
Veal 





sage, tarragon, thyme 
Fish 
Curry, dill, dry 
mustard, lemon juice, 
paprika, pepper 
Vegetables 
Dill, garlic, bay leaf, 









Cooking wine, lemon 
pepper, seasoning 
packets with salt, 
regular canned soup 




Reading labels will help you decide if a food should be included in 
your diet. 
Serving size 
Standard serving sizes 
for similar foods are now 
shown. This allows you 
to compare foods based 
on similar amounts. 
Serving Size 1 cup (228g) 
Servings Per Container 2 
Amount Per Serving 
Calories 90 Calories 
Total Fat 3g 




Dietary Fiber 3g 
Sugars 3g 
Protein 3g 




This list includes 
the contents that 
are most important 
to your health. 







Vitamin C 60% 
Iron 4% 
• Percent Daily Values are based on a 2,000 
calorie diet. Your daily values may be higher 
or lower depending on your calorie needs: 
Calories 2,000 2,500 
Total Fat Less than 65g 80g 
Sat Fat Less than 20g 25g 
Cholesterol Less than 300mg 300mg 
Sodium Less than 2,400mg 
2.400mg 
Total Carbohydrate 300g 375g 
Dietary Fiber 25g 30g 
Calories per gram: 
Fat 9 • Carbohydrate 4 • Protein 4 
% Daily value 
% Daily values are based on current 
nutrition recommendations. Labels use a 
2,000 calorie diet as a standard. The 
percentage of the daily value shows how 
a nutrient fits into a 2,000 calorie diet. 
Nutrition Claim per single serving 
Reduced-Calorie 1/4 lower in calories 
than the regular food 
Low-Calorie 40 calories or less 
Light or Lite 1 /3 fewer calories or 
50% less fat; if more 
than half the calories 
are from fat, fat 
content must be 
reduced by 50% or 
more 
Light in Sodium 50% less sodium 
than the regular 
food 
Low-Fat 3 grams or less fat 
Fat-Free Less than 1 /2 gram 
fat 
Cholesterol-Free Less than 2 
milligrams of 
cholesterol and 2 
grams or less 
saturated fat 
Low-Cholesterol 20 milligrams or less 
cholesterol and 2 
grams or less 
saturated fat 
Sodium-Free Less than 5 
milligrams sodium 
Very-Low 35 milligrams or less 
Sodium sodium 
Low-Sodium 140 milligrams or 
less sodium 
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Fat and cholesterol 
If your blood cholesterol is high, or if you have 
coronary artery disease, your doctor or dietitian will 
want you to cut back on fat and cholesterol. Ask 
your doctor or dietitian for guidelines on reducing fat 
and cholesterol in your diet. 
Caffeine 
Caffeine makes the heart work harder and may 
cause irregular heartbeats in some people. If you 
are sensitive to caffeine, cut down on caffeinated 
foods and drinks. Coffee and tea have large 
amounts of caffeine. Smaller amounts may be found 
in cocoa, chocolate and some soda pop. 
Alcohol 
Since alcohol can depress heart function, it is 
not usually recommended for people who already 
have a weak heart. Ask your doctor if you can have 
alcohol. Follow your doctor's instructions regarding 




This guide is for people who have been advised to cut down on fat, cholesterol 
and sodium. Ask your dietitian for more specific guidelines. 
Breads, cereals, pasta, rice, dried peas and beans 
(6 to 11 servings a day) 
Choose 
Breads, like white, 
whole-wheat, rye; pita; 
bagels; dinner rolls 
Low-fat crackers 
Homemade reduced-
fat cookies, muffins 
and quick breads 
Hot cereals, most cold 
dry cereals 
Pasta, like plain 
noodles, spaghetti , 
macaroni 
Any grain rice 
Dried peas and beans 
Choose 
Fresh, frozen, dried or 
canned, fruits and juices 
Choose 
Fresh, frozen, canned 
with no salt added 
Unsalted tomato juice 
or sauce 
Go easy on 
Packaged and store-




Instant cooked cereals 
Fruits 
(2 to 4 servings a day) 
Vegetables 
(3 to 5 servings a day) 
Go easy on 
Lower salt and lower 
fat spaghetti sauce 
Avoid 
Croissants, butter 
rolls, sweet rolls, 
doughnuts 
Most snack crackers, 
like cheese crackers 
and those made with 
saturated fats 
Granola-type cereals 
made with saturated 
fats 
Pasta and rice made 
with cream, butter or 
cheese sauce, egg 
noodles 
Avoid 
Frozen or canned 




canned with salt 
Vegetables made with 
butter, cream, bacon 
Vegetables in brine, 
like pickles, sauerkraut 
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Meat, poultry, fish, and shellfish 
(up to 6 ounces a day-cooked weight) 
Choose 
Lean cuts of meat 
with fat trimmed, like: 
• beef- round, sirloin, 
tenderloin, flank, rump, 
(ground beef from these 
beef cuts) 
• lamb- leg, arm, 
loin, rib 
• pork- tenderloin, leg 
(fresh), sirloin, loin roast, 
or chop 
• veal- all trimmed 
cuts except ground 
• poultry without skin, 




Skim milk, 1 % milk, 
low-fat buttermilk, 
low-fat evaporated or 
non-fat dry milk, 
fortified skim milk 
Fat-free yogurt and 
frozen non-fat yogurt 
Fat-free cheeses, like 
1 % cottage, Alpine 
Lace®, Kraft Healthy 
Favorites® and Healthy 
Choice® 
Cheeses with no more 
than 2 grams of fat 
per ounce 
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Go easy on 
Luncheon meats 
(with 2 grams of fat 
per ounce), ham or 
turkey-ham 
Shellfish 





(2 servings a day) 
Go easy on 
2% milk 
Part-skim ricotta 
Part-skim or imitation 
hard cheeses 
"Light" cream cheese 
and sour cream 
Low-fat yogurt 
Cheese labeled no 
more than 4 to 5 
grams of fat per 
ounce, like Kraft Light 
Naturals® 





Fatty meats like: 
•beef- corned beef, 
dried beef, regular 
ground beef, short ribs, 
rib-eye, steak or spare-
ribs, chuck/blade roasts 
•pork- spareribs, blade 
roll 
Goose, domestic duck 




meats, hot dogs 
Avoid 












High-fat cheeses, like 
Colby, Swiss, American 
Regular cottage cheese 
., 
Choose 
Ingredients lower in 
saturated fat or 
cholesterol 
Cocoa powder 
1 to 2 T. 
Oils, like corn, 
cottonseed, olive, 
safflower, sesame, 




Ingredients high in saturated fat and cholesterol 
Chocolate 
Animal fat, like bacon, beef, ham, lamb meat; pork, 
chicken or turkey fats, butter, lard, gravy made with 
drippings and salt 
Coconut, coconut oil, palm kernel, palm oil 
Commercially fried or baked foods with saturated 
fat, cholesterol and salt 
Cream and cream sauces with salt added 
Non-fat dry milk, non-
fat dry milk solids, Egg and egg-yolk solids 
skim milk Hardened fat or oil 
Choose 
Onion powder, garlic 
powder, oregano, 
rosemary, sage, 
caraway seed, basil, 










sauce and ketchup 
Low-sodium baking 
powder and soda 
Hydrogenated vegetable oil 
Shortening or vegetable shortening 
Seasonings 
Go easy on Avoid 
(Seasonings with 150 mg Garlic, onion, and 
of sodium per serving) seasoned salt, mono-
Eat only 1 serving a day sodium glutamate (MSG) 
Corn flake crumbs 2 T. Bouillon 
Ketchup 1 T. Powdered broth bases 
Louisiana-style hot Anchovies 
sauce 1 tsp. Regular soups and dry 
Mustard 2 tsp. soup mixes 
Worchestershire Regular or "Lite" soy 
sauce 1/2 T. sauce 
Steak sauce 1/2 T. Teriyaki sauce 
Chili sauce 2 tsp. Meat tenderizers with 
salt 
Horseradish 2 T. Salt and "lite" salt 
BBQ sauce 2 tsp. (unless your doctor 
Parmesan cheese 1 T. approves it). Ask for specific guidelines on 












dressings (if bottled or 
from a mix, limit to 1 
to 2T. a day) 
Fat-free sour cream 
Fat-free cream cheese 
Choose 
low-fat frozen 
desserts, like sherbet, 
sorbet, frozen yogurt 
low-fat desserts, like 
gelatin or pudding 
made with skim milk, 
angelfood cake 
low-fat cookies or 
cakes with less than 2 
grams of fat per 
serving 
low-fat candy, like jelly 
beans, hard candy 
low-fat snacks, like 




Go easy on 
No more than 3 egg 
yolks per week 
Fats and oils 
5 grams of fat= 1 tsp. 
Go easy on 
Eat only 2 to 6 tsp. 
from this list: 
• Polyunsaturated 





with allowable oils 
•Reduced-fat salad 
dressing, mayonnaise 
•Unsalted nuts, seeds, 
avocados, olives 
Sweets and snacks 
Go easy on 
Frozen desserts, like 
ice milk 
Homemade cakes, 
cookies and pies using 
unsaturated oils 
Fruit crisps and 
cobblers 
Avoid 
Egg yolks (avoid 
eating more than 3 per 
week) 
Avoid 
Butter, cocoa butter 







oil and shortening 
Salted nuts and seeds 
Avoid 
High-fat frozen 
desserts, like ice cream 
High-fat cakes, like 
most store-bought 
pound and frosted 
cakes 
Store-bought pies and 
cookies 
Most candy, like 
chocolate bars 
Potato and corn chips 




Exercise is recommended for some people who 
have heart failure. Regular exercise won't reverse 
heart failure, but it can strengthen muscles, improve 
flexibility and help make daily tasks easier. 
Whether your doctor wants you to exercise 
depends on many factors. Be sure to get your 
doctor's OK before doing any type of exercise. 
The guidelines included in this book provide a . 
safe way to exercise for people who have mild to 
moderate heart failure. If you have severe heart 
failure, your doctor may want you to do only daily 
stretches to keep your muscles flexible. 
If you have been in the hospital: 
If you have been in the hospital, 
your doctor may recommend exercises 
for you to do at home. At first, 
your activity level should be 
about the same as it was in 
the hospital. You may 
start with one or two 
short leisurely walks 
around the house each 
day. At this stage, 
it is more important 
to exercise often than to 
exercise for longer periods of time. 
If you have complications, 
your activities will usually be 
limited until your symptoms clear up. 
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Your exercise program 
Follow your doctor's instructions on how much 
exercise to do. Your doctor will recommend an 
exercise program based on: 
* your physical condition 
* whether you have complications 
* how much you exercised in the past 
* medications you may be taking 
* your age 
What kind of exercise should you do? 
The kind of exercise your doctor recommends 
will depend on your physical condition. 
Unless your doctor says it's OK, avoid activities 
that involve pushing or pulling a heavy object, raising 
a heavy object above the shoulders, pull-ups and 
push-ups, or lifting weights. 
Walking is one exercise that may be 
recommended. If your doctor wants you to walk, the 






Getting started with your walking program 
Go slowly. Walking more often will make up 
for a slower speed and a shorter distance. As you 
get stronger, you can make your walks longer. In 
time, you can cut down on the number of times you · 
walk each day. 
Walk at a comfortable pace. Mild to moderate 
sweating is healthy and some shortness of breath is 
normal. Set your pace by making sure you ~an carry 
on a conversation while walking. If you are too out 
of breath to talk easily, slow down. 
Wear enough clothing to keep you warm but 
not overheated. Several light layers that you can 
put on or take off are more comfortable and 
convenient than heavy clothing if you're outdoors. 
Warm up and cool down. Every exercise 
period should include 5 to 10 minutes of warm-up 
and cool-down activity. You can warm up and cool 
down by walking or biking slowly for several minutes. 
Stretching exercises also may be recommended. 
Plan ahead for temperature changes. In 
warm weather, walk in the morning or evening 
when it is coolest. In cold weather walk 
in the afternoon when it is warmest. 
Exercise indoors if it is above 
85 degrees, if it is especially 
humid, or if the wind chill is 
below 20 degrees. If you do 
go out on a cold, windy day, 
cover your nose and mouth 





When to stop 
Stop exercising if you have: 
* rapid pulse 
* coughing 
* unusual shortness of breath 
* palpitations (fluttering feeling in your chest) 
* excessive sweating 
* irregular or slow heartbeat 
* weakness 
* faintness or dizziness 
* leg pain or cramping 
* chest pain (angina) 
If you have any of the symptoms, sit down, rest 
for a few minutes and take nitroglycerin (if it has 
been prescribed for you). If you feel dizzy or 
lightheaded, lie down or sit down. 
Wait until your symptoms go away. Then go 
back to your exercise, but go at a slower 
pace. If the symptoms don't go away 
in a few minutes, get help. 
Before doing any type 
of exercise in the future, 
talk to your doctor. He or 
she may want you to make some 
changes in your activities or 
your medications. 
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Home activity guidelines 
When it comes to household chores and other 
activities, look for ways to save energy. Think about 
the things you do and decide what you can do to 
make your life more comfortable. Here are some 
suggestions: 
Plan ahead. Schedule activities for a time of 
day when you have the most energy and the fewest 
breathing problems. Wait at least one hour after 
meals or bathing before you do other activities. 
Set priorities. Take a look at all of the things 
you normally do. List your activities in order of 
importance. Get rid of anything that doesn't have to 
be done. 
Assign tasks to others. Decide which jobs 
you alone can do and assign tasks to family 
members, friends or hire a neighbor to help you with 
house or lawn chores. 
Learn body movements that save energy. 
Try to use smooth, steady movements and relax as 
much as possible when you are 
working. Music may help 
you move more smoothly. 
Keep your shoulders as 
relaxed as possible. 
Take rest breaks. Use 
good posture when you 
are working to make 
breathing easier. 
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Bathing, grooming and dressing 
* Use a bath bench so you can sit when taking a 
bath or shower. If you prefer a shower but only have 
a tub, install a hand-held shower head that fits on 
the tub faucet. 
* Keep all your bath supplies nearby so you won't 
have to reach. 
* Put on a terrycloth robe after bathing. This can be 
used in place of a towel to dry hard-to-reach areas. 
* Sit on the toilet seat when drying lower body. 
* Place clean clothes next to the toilet so you can 
dress without standing. 
* Sit down to shave, apply makeup or do your hair. 
Rest your elbows on a supporting surface to avoid 
keeping your arms raised. 
* Choose clothes that are loose and 
fasten in the front so you aren't 
reaching back to pull up zippers 
or pull clothing over your head. 
* Dress the lower part of 
your body first. Sit to 
dress. Avoid bending 
while you dress. 
When putting on 
socks and shoes, 
prop your ankle 
up on the other 





* Ask your family to put their dirty clothes into a 
hamper by the washer so you don't have to carry 
them to the washer. 
* Always use a washing machine for laundry; avoid 
hand washing. Soak items that need special 
attention; then place them inside a net bag in the 
washing machine. 
* Use a cart on wheels to move clothes to and from 
the washing area. 
* Avoid ironing as much as possible. If you must 
iron, sit to do it. Have everything you need within 
your reach. Use a lightweight iron and ironing board 
that can be lowered. 
Grocery shopping 
* Make out a detailed list including sizes and brand 
names. Have someone else shop for you. 
* If you are doing the shopping, plan your list 
according to the layout of the store. Do your 
shopping when the store is not busy. 
* Have someone help you lift heavy items and reach 
for things on high and low shelves. 
* Shop at stores where someone unloads your cart 
and delivers your groceries to your car. 
* Ask the sacker to pack your bags lightly for ease in 
lifting and carrying. 




* Buy low-sodium, low-fat convenience foods when 
possible. 
* Reorganize the kitchen cabinets so the items you 
use the most are easy to reach. 
* Place a stool in your kitchen. When possible, sit to 
make meals and do cleanup. 
* Use energy-saving appliances (electric can 
openers, blenders, crock pots) when possible. 
* Make twice as much food as you need and freeze 
the leftovers for another meal. 
* Use non-stick, light-weight pans that are easier to 
handle and clean, or line your pans with aluminum 
foil for easier cleanup. 
Chores 
* Ask family members to help with chores. 
* Use a cream-type cleanser rather than a powder 
since the powder is more likely to get into the air and 
cause breathing problems. 
* Avoid using household products with strong·vapors 
such as ammonia. If you must use them, make sure 
the room is well ventilated. 
* Sit to vacuum as much as you can. Use a tank-
type vacuum since it is easier to pull. 
* Use long-handled dustpans, brooms and mops to 
avoid stooping. 
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What else can you do? 
* Give up tobacco. Tobacco narrows arteries and 
makes breathing more difficult. All forms of tobacco 
affect your heart and blood vessels. If you have 
trouble quitting, ask your doctor for help or contact 
an organized stop-smoking program. 
* Get down to and stay at a healthy weight. If you 
are overweight, your heart has to work harder to 
pump blood through your body. Losing even a few 
pounds can reduce the burden on your heart. 
* Control your blood pressure. High blood 
pressure forces your heart to work harder. If you 
have high blood pressure, talk to your doctor about 
the ways it can be controlled. 
* Avoid very hot or very cold temperatures. When 
your body is very hot or very cold, your heart has to 
work harder to keep a normal body temperature. 
When you are out in the cold, cover your mouth and 
nose with a scarf or mask to warm the air as it 
enters your body. 
* Don't wear tight clothing (girdles, knee-high hose 
or tight hose) that may restrict blood flow. One 
exception is support stockings. Your doctor may 
prescribe support stockings to reduce swelling and 
improve circulation. Follow your doctor's advice on 
how and when to wear them. 
* Avoid crowded places during cold and flu 
season. Stay away from anyone who has a cold or 
the flu. Talk to your doctor about getting a flu 
vaccination. 
* See your doctor for regular checkups. 
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Heart trans pl ants 
A heart transplant is an option for some people, 
especially when medication and changes in diet are 
no longer effective. 
Candidates are carefully screened for transplant 
programs. Because of the stress of surgery and 
therapy to prevent organ rejection, people who are 
otherwise healthy are most likely to be selected for a 
transplant program. 
If you would like to know more about a heart 
transplant, ask your doctor for information. 
Family support 
Support from your family will help you follow 
your treatment program. One of the best ways to 
gain family support is to educate your loved ones. 
Ask them to read this book. Let them learn what 
you need to do to manage your heart 
failure. When family members 
understand your needs, they 
will feel closer to you. 
As you begin your 
treatment, take one 
day at a time. On 
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DAILY LOG 
Your Daily Log Instructions: 
1 Indicate if you have taken all of your medications by 
circling yN or no. 
2 Record yoll!' weight every mornmg. 3 Record which zone you are in each day. (Please review zone 
information below.) 
Medication: 
@N Weight: __ _ Zone: ~eel( 
COMMON SIGNS 
• NO weight gain of 3 or more 
pounds in 1 day 
• Little or no swelling in the hands or 
feet in the morning 
• Able to perform usual daily activities 
Keep up the good work! 
N SIGNS 
• Gain of 3 or more pounds in 1 day 
• Gain of 5 or more pounds in 1 week 
• SigJ:?.ificant swelling in hands, feet or 
ankles 
• Worsening shortness of breath 
during usual activities 
• Significantly more tired than usual 
COMMON SIGNS 
• Severe swelling of ankles, legs, 
abdomen, or buttocks 
• Severe shortness of breath at rest 
WHAT TO DO 
• Weigh yourself every morning after 
urinating, before eating, and then 
record in your daily log 
• Take ALL medications as prescribed by 
your doctor-DO NOT SKIP DOSES 
• Avoid foods with "hidden" sodium 
such as frozen or canned foods, 
cheeses and processed meats 
• Know your zones 
• Take all medications as directed by 
your doctor 
• Limit sodium and fluid intake as 
recommended by your doctor 
• Tell your doctor 
If you have one or 11wre of 
theJe dt91u, take action 
WHAT TO DO 
• Call your doctor immediately 
• If you are unable to reach your 
doctor, call 911 or O for your 
Emergency Medical Service 
If you have any of theJe <1ignJ~ 
take immediate action 
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Things To Do 
Today: 
JVeigh Yourself .. . 
Make sure you weigh yourself 
every morning before break£ ast. 
Take Your Medications ····· · ·· 
Take all your medications as prescribed by your doctor. 
DO NOT SKIP DOSES! 
Watch Your Sodium ·:,,1™ 
Avoid foods with "hidden" sodium such as frozen or canned 
foods, cheeses, and processed meats. 
14382-197 SU 
Be sure to check nutrition labels for sodium content. 
Working Together. .. Heart to Heart 
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Community Resource Guide 
Hillsborough County 
This resource guide is being provided to help you find useful information and support in your community. 
Please call any of these resources for literature or to learn more about their services. The organizations 
and their services are independent of Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida and Health Options. Any 
costs associated with use of the following resources must be paid by you. 
General Education 
American Heart Association 
1411 N. Westshore Blvd., Suite 211, Tampa, FL 33607-4529. Contact 813-289-6003. 
A nationwide non-profit organization to fight heart disease and stroke. Offers literature, 
programs, and public education by professionals to reduce disability and death from 
cardiovascular diseases. 
Arthritis 
The Arthritis Foundation 
9721 Executive Center Drive, N. #210, St. Petersburg, FL 33702. Contact Mary Ellen 
Rocktoff, Development Director, 813-576-1727 in Hillsborough/ Pinellas. All other areas, 
contact 800-850-9455. The Arthritis Foundation offers information, classes and other services to 
put the patient in charge of his or her arthritis. Trained volunteers and staff are available to 
answer questions and provide literature free of charge. 
Counseling 
Life Center of the Suncoast, Inc. 
6811 N. Central Avenue, Tampa, FL 33604-5500. Contact Sheryle Baker, 813-237-3114. 
A non-profit counseling and support organization dedicated to helping people learn to cope with 
illness or loss, reduce long-term suffering and lead healthier lives. Minimal donation requested. 
National Heart Attack Risk Study, St. Joseph's Hospital 
3001 W. Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. Blvd., Tampa, FL 33607. Contact Health Promotions, 
813-870-4651. Screens individuals for seven modifiable risk factors for heart disease (total 
cholesterol, HDL, glucose, blood pressure, weight, smoking and inactivity). Results, counseling 
and recommendations are available to participants shortly after screening. Performed by licensed 
medical professionals and degreed health educators. Screenings are offered monthly at St. 





American Diabetes Association 
Southwest Florida Regional Office, 4710 Eisenhower Blvd., Suite A-7, Tampa, FL 33634. 
Contact Joy Norton, Regional Director, 813-885-5007, or 800-741-3730. The nation's leading 
voluntary health organization supporting diabetes research and education. It is concerned with 
finding a prevention and cure for diabetes, providing information and support to millions of 
people who have diabetes, and educating health professionals and the general public about this 
disease. 
Health and Lifestyle 
Vocational Rehabilitation Division, Florida Department 
4221 N. Himes Avenue, Tampa, FL 33607-6200. Contact Maria Risco, District Director. 
Assists those with physical, mental and/or emotional disabilities return to work. Requires 
documentation of disability. 
Nutrition 
Columbia Brandon Regional Medical Center 
119 Oakfield Drive, Brandon, FL 33511. Contact 813-681-5474, or 813-681-5451. 
Offers cardiac nutrition classes for those needing special cardiac diets. 
Smoking Cessation 
American Lung Association 
Corporate Office, 6160 Central Avenue, St. Petersburg, FL 33707. Contact Tobacco Control 
Coordinator, 813-347-6133, or 800-771-5863. Contact 800-780-5864 for Tampa information. 
Provides information, programs and services related to anti-smoking, air conservation, 
occupational and community health, as well as adult and children's lung diseases. Offers classes 
and literature for people who want to "kick the habit." 
American Cancer Society 
1001 S. MacDill Avenue, Tampa, FL 33629. Contact Jay Tobin, Executive Director, 
813-254-3630, or 800-227-2345. The American Cancer Society is a nationwide, community-
based, voluntary health organization dedicated to eliminating cancer as a major health problem by 
preventing cancer, saving lives and diminishing suffering from cancer through research, 
education, advocacy and service. 
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Support Groups 
Columbia Brandon Regional Medical Center 
119 Oakfield Drive, Brandon, FL 33511. Contact Cardiac Rehabilitation Nurse, 
813-681-0476. Offers a support group for people with cardiac problems and their caregivers. 
Includes presentations by a cardiac registered nurse. 
Mended Hearts Inc. 
Meetings at Columbia Largo Medical Center, 201 14th Street, SW, Largo, FL 34649. 
Contact Yetive Benton, 813-581-0128 or Loraine White, 813-345-7519 in St. Petersburg. 
Southern Regional Director, Gladys Bobnar, Sarasota, 914-355-4898. A nationwide 
organization consisting of locally sponsored chapters. Programs and speakers address groups of 
individuals who have experienced some form of cardiac problem, often cardiac surgery. Groups 
offer emotional and educational support, personal visits and social programs to members and their 
families. 
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Community Resource Guide 
Pinellas County 
This resource guide is being provided to help you find useful information and support in your community. 
Please call any of these resources for literature or to learn more about their services. The organizations 
and their services are independent of Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida and Health Options. Any 
costs associated with use of the following resources must be paid by you. 
General Education 
St. Anthony's Hospital 
601 12th Street, N., St. Petersburg, FL 33705. Contact Paula Bussone, 813-825-1506. 
Heart Health Forum. Offered to the community to create greater awareness of risk factors and 
behaviors associated with heart health (one to three hours). Designed for groups ofup to 50 
participants. 
What Does a Heart Attack Feel Like? A twenty to thirty minute program designed to create 
awareness of early intervention success during heart failure. 
Be Stroke Smart. Create awareness of factors leading to arterial health and success/recognition of 
symptoms. Designed for groups from 10-50 participants (one-half hour). 
American Heart Association 
9900 Ninth Street, N., St. Petersburg, FL 33716-3801. Contact 813-570-8610. 
A nationwide non-profit organization to fight heart disease and stroke. Offers literature, 
programs, and public education by professionals to reduce disability and death from 
cardiovascular diseases. 
Arthritis 
The Arthritis Foundation 
9721 Executive Center Drive, N. #210, St. Petersburg, FL 33702. Contact Mary Ellen 
Rocktoff, Development Director, 813-576-1727 in Hillsborough/ Pinellas. All other areas, 
contact 800-850-9455. The Arthritis Foundation offers information, classes and other services to 
put the patient in charge of his or her arthritis. Trained volunteers and staff are available to 
answer questions and provide literature free of charge. 
Diabetes 
American Diabetes Association 
Southwest Florida Regional Office, 4710 Eisenhower Blvd., Suite A-7, Tampa, FL 33634. 
Contact Joy Norton, Regional Director, 813-885-5007, or 800-741-3730. This is the nation's 
leading voluntary health organization supporting diabetes research and education. It is concerned 
with finding a prevention and cure for diabetes, providing information and support to millions of 
people who have diabetes, and educating health professionals and the general public about this 
disease. 
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Health and Lifestyle 
Golda Meir/Kent Jewish Center, Life Extension Center 
1955 Virginia Street, Clearwater, FL 34623. Contact Cheryl Chaplin, Director, 813-736-1494. 
Established to assist senior adults in developing and maintaining the optimum level of health and 
fitness. 
Clearwater Health Education Center, Morton Plant Mease Hospital 
501 S. Belcher Road., Clearwater, FL 34646. Contact Diane Bernard, Outreach Coordinator, 
813-462-7463. Provides comprehensive health and lifestyle information through educational 
programs, screenings, books, videos and other materials. Gives people the tools and resources 
they need to meet their medical and financial needs. 
Wellness Center, Morton Plant Hospital 
401 Corbet Street, #100, Clearwater, FL 34616. Contact Nell Kennedy, Office Coordinator, 
813-462-7656. Offers general health and wellness education. 
Morton Plant Mease Countryside Health Education Center 
27001 U.S. 19 N., Suite 2073, Clearwater, FL 34621. Contact Denise Morales, Outreach 
Coordinator, 813-734-6009. Provides the community with education on health related issues 
via screenings and lectures by Morton Plant Mease physicians and professionals. 
Vocational Rehabilitation Division, Florida Department 
18840 U.S. 19N., Suite 420, Clearwater, FL 34624. Contact Martha A. Smith, Supervisor, 
813-538-7220. Assists those with physical, mental and/or emotional disabilities return to work. 
Requires documentation of disability. 
Smoking Cessation 
American Lung Association 
Corporate Office, 6160 Central Avenue, St. Petersburg, FL 33707. Contact Tobacco Control 
Coordinator, 813-347-6133, or 800-771-5863. For Tampa information, contact 
800-780-5864. Provides information, programs and services related to anti-smoking, air 
conservation, occupational and community health, as well as adult and children's lung diseases. 
Offers classes and literature for people who want to "kick the habit." 
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American Cancer Society 
1001 S. MacDill Avenue, Tampa, FL 33629. Contact Jay Tobin, Executive Director, 
813-254-3630, or 800-227-2345. The American Cancer Society is a nationwide, community-
based, voluntary health organization dedicated to eliminating cancer as a major health problem by 
preventing cancer, saving lives and diminishing suffering from cancer through research, 
education, advocacy and service. 
Support Groups 
Mended Hearts, Inc. 
Meetings at Columbia Largo Medical Center, 201 14th Street, SW, Largo, FL 34649. 
Contact Yetive Benton, 813-581-0128, or Loraine White, 813-345-7519 in St. Petersburg. 
Southern Regional Director, Gladys Bobnar, Sarasota, 914-355-4898. A nationwide 
organization consisting of locally sponsored chapters. Programs and speakers address groups of 
individuals who have experienced some form of cardiac problem, often cardiac surgery. Groups 
offer emotional and educational support, personal visits and social programs to members and 
their families. 
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Community Resource Guide 
Pasco County 
This resource guide is being provided to help you find useful information and support in your community. 
Please call any of these resources for literature or to learn more about their services. The organizations and 
their services are independent of Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida and Health Options. Any costs 
associated with use of the following resources must be paid by you. 
General Education 
American Heart Association 
7137 Congress Street, New Port Richey, FL 34653-1841. Contact 813-848-8924. 
A nationwide non-profit organization to fight heart disease and stroke. Offers literature, 
programs, and public education by professionals to reduce disability and death from 
cardiovascular diseases. 
Columbia New Port Richey Hospital, Cardiopulmonary Rehabilitation 
5622 Marine Parkway, Suite 22, New Port Richey, FL 34652. Contact Angela Ciabatti, 
Manager, 813-848-1733. Conducts a cardiac lecture series and a pulmonary lecture series which 
are open to the public. Lectures are held monthly at the address above, suite 19/20. For 
reservations or more information, call 849-6244. Also offers support groups, led by a counselor, 
if adequate number of people express interest. 
North Bay Medical Center 
6600 Madison Street, New Port Richey, FL 34652. Contact Shirley Miller, Community 
Relations, 813-842-8468. Provides the community with a variety of educational programs, 
including nutrition and diabetic diet information. In conjunction with Morton Plant Mease 
Hospital, North Bay offers an extensive community education outreach, as well as community 
wellness screenings. 
Arthritis 
The Arthritis Foundation 
9721 Executive Center Drive, N. #210, St. Petersburg, FL 33702. Contact 800-850-9455. The 
Arthritis Foundation offers information, classes and other services to put the patient in charge of 
his or her arthritis. Trained volunteers and staff are available to answer questions and provide 
literature free of charge. 
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Diabetes 
American Diabetes Association 
Southwest Florida Regional Office, 4710 Eisenhower Blvd., Suite A-7, Tampa, FL 33634. 
Contact Joy Norton, Regional Director, 813-885-5007, or 800-741-3730. This is the nation's 
leading voluntary health organization supporting diabetes research and education. It is concerned 
with finding a prevention and cure for diabetes, providing information and support to millions of 
people who have diabetes, and educating health professionals and the general public about this 
disease. 
(Also see Support Groups) 
Health and Lifestyle 
East Pasco Medical Center 
7050 Gall Blvd., Zephyrhills, FL 33541. Contact Ginger Merrifield, Director, Premier 
Health, a program for people age 55 and over, 813-783-6126. Program membership (no cost 
involved) offers classes, screenings and lectures on a variety of health-related topics like arthritis, 
diabetes, heart care, glaucoma and financial planning; also provides discounts from some area 
health care suppliers, counseling on insurance and Medicare forms preparation, and a dedicated 
telephone line to locate other health and community services. Also, contact Carol Brown, 
Director, Wellness Challenge Program, 813-788-0411, ext. 1431. This 3-week Vegetarian 
Behavior Modification Lifestyle Change Program teaches how to lower cholesterol, lower blood 
pressure and decrease risk of diabetes. Nominal charge is applicable. 
Pasco County Department of Social Services 
8620 Galen Wilson Blvd., Port Richey, FL 34668. Contact 813-834-3297. Provides temporary 
assistance for rental and utility costs, and for limited medical expenses, to qualified applicants. 
Funds for elderly to meet household energy requirements are available through Tampa Bay 
Regional Planning Council, Area Agency on Aging for Emergency Home Energy Assistance. 
Social Services provides general information on Senior Helpline, First Call for Help, and other 
community resources. 
Vocational Rehabilitation Division, Florida Department 
5827 13th Avenue, New Port Richey, FL 34652. Contact Patricia Halberg, Supervisor, 
813-841-4175. Assists those with physical, mental and/or emotional disabilities return to work. 
Requires documentation of disability. 
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Smoking Cessation 
American Lung Association 
Corporate Office, 6160 Central Avenue, St. Petersburg, FL 33707. Contact Tobacco Control 
Coordinator, 813-347-6133, or 800-771-5863. For Tampa information, contact 
800-780-5864. Provides information, programs and services related to anti-smoking, air 
conservation, occupational and community health, as well as adult and children' s lung diseases. 
Offers classes and literature for people who want to "kick the habit." 
American Cancer Society (ACS) 
1001 S. MacDill Avenue, Tampa, FL 33629. Contact Jay Tobin, Executive Director, 
813-254-3630, or 800-227-2345. The ACS is a nationwide, community-based, voluntary health 
organization dedicated to eliminating cancer as a major health problem by preventing cancer, 
saving lives and diminishing suffering from cancer through research, education, advocacy and 
service. 
Columbia New Port Richey Hospital, Cardiopulmonary Rehabilitation 
5622 Marine Parkway, Suite 22, New Port Richey, FL 34652. Contact Angela Ciabatti, 
Manager, 813-848-1733. Offers an 8-week "Freedom from Smoking" clinic. Minimal fee 
includes all materials. In conjunction with the American Lung Association. Call 849-6244 for 
information. 
Support Groups 
Mended Hearts, Inc. 
Meetings at Columbia Largo Medical Center, 201 14th Street, SW, Largo, FL 34649. 
In St. Petersburg, contact Yetive Benton, 813-581-0128, or Loraine White, 813-345-7519. 
Contact Gladys Bobnar, Southern Regional Director, at 914-355-4898 (Sarasota) for 
information about other chapter locations. A nationwide organization consisting of locally 
sponsored chapters. None currently in New Port Richey area. Programs and speakers address 
groups of individuals who have experienced some form of cardiac problem, often cardiac surgery. 
Groups offer emotional and educational support, personal visits and social programs to members 
and their families. 
Columbia Regional Medical Center at Bayonet Point 
14000 Fivay Road, Hudson, FL 33567. Contact Diane Cremer, 813-869-5586. Offers a number 
of support groups for various illnesses, including cardiac problems (Compassionate Friends 
Support Group), and for diabetes. Also offers community education classes on diabetes. 
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